
 
 
 
 

68th NEIGE ET GLACE RALLY 
From Frebruary 12 till 15, 2023 
Book your Winter sports NOW ! 

 
 

 
 

The great Winter meeting! 
 
 
After a torrid summer, it is already time to 
prepare the winter events and to block your 
dates in the calendar of your desires. A major 
event of the white season, the Snow and Ice 
Rallye is a must for the beauty of the 
landscapes it offers, as well as for the technical 
difficulty it imposes. 
 

So get your diaries ready for this 68th edition 
of the most fearsome winter rally, because 
there won't be room for everyone! See you in 
Sochaux from February 12 onwards at the 
historic site of the Peugeot Adventure Museum 
for the technical and administrative 
scrutineering, which will be the prelude to a 
wild first night stage to Malbuisson, the rally's 
hub for the next three days. 

 

The 'little Siberia 

France's 'little Siberia' offers all the necessary 
assets to hold this extraordinary event with 
three 100% sporting loops traced on forest tracks on the edge of the Swiss border, between 
the Doubs and the Jura. Snow, ice and sliding are on the programme of a triptych which 
succeeds in achieving the perfect alchemy between sporting regularity, the pleasure of 
driving and a conviviality found around the same site and a hotel, irreproachable in terms of 
its comfort and the quality of its table. 

Created in 1953, the Snow and Ice Rally has quickly become a must in the rally calendar. 
A revenge event for the factory teams, just after the Monte Carlo, it boasts a record of 
achievements worthy of the greatest events of the time. The Snow and Ice Rally has been a 
regularity event for the last fifteen years and is now considered to be much more sporting 
than its Monegasque counterpart. Each year, the kings of the snow, from France, Belgium, 
Switzerland and Italy, but also from the four corners of Europe, compete on the technical 
route proposed by Patrick Zaniroli's professional team. 
 



The French revolution 

Dominated by Belgian crews since its creation, the event has seen a reversal in the hierarchy. 
For the past two years, the French have launched their revolution, overtaking the crews from 
the North. So there will be revenge in the air again next February! But beware, a victory in 
the Neige et Glace can't be won, it must be earned.. 

For even more pleasure, Patrick Zaniroli and his team have increased the number of ZRs 
and reduced the number of kilometres covered on the links to a maximum. Ten ZR and 300 
km daily crossing the most beautiful wild and immaculate landscapes of the Doubs and the 
Jura, before reaching the bucolic setting of the Hôtel du Lac where the assistances are 
grouped together for the entire duration of the rally: this 68th Neige et Glace promises to 
delight more than one! 

Long live hiking! 
 
There is more to life than sport! Zaniroli Classic Events also offers you the opportunity to 
participate in a hike, without the pressure of a time trial, with a programme adapted to your 
pleasure. At your own pace, you can take advantage of the Snow and Ice Rally 
infrastructures and its professional supervision to learn to master the icy and snowy roads. 
Choosing this option means you can enjoy a nice ride with your "oldtimer" while learning to 
master the art of sliding and, who knows, prepare for a future competition. 
 
Win €400 on registration! 
 
In these times of crisis, the drop in purchasing power affects all pockets. That's why Zaniroli 
Classic Events is offering you multiple discounts. If you sign up before 15 November 2022, 
you can save no less than 200€. This saving can be doubled if you register a team of at least 
3 vehicles, which reduces the amount due per car by a further €200. A word of advice: sign 
up quickly and pool your efforts! 
  
Two formulas 
 
As every year, two registration formulas are proposed. One includes accommodation at the 
Hotel-Restaurant Le Lac, the nerve centre of the Snow and Ice Rally. The second formula 
includes only your entry fee and leaves you free to choose your accommodation and half-
board. For the first option, please book early, as only 50 places are available for this 'All In' 
at the Hotel Le Lac in Malbuisson. 
 
If you wish, you can arrive without stress the day before, on Saturday 11 February. If you 
have taken the forumle with hotel that we offer, we can book your room for that night. There 
is a dedicated trailer park within the closed park. 
 
In short, as we know how to do, everything will be planned to welcome you in the best way 
possible and we hope to see many of you for this 68th edition of the Snow and Ice Rally! 
 
See you at the Peugeot Adventure Museum in Sochaux from February 12, 2023 for the 
technical and administrative checks, prelude to the first wild night stage to 
Malbuisson, base camp and rally centre for the following days. 
 
Find us on www.zaniroli.com for more informations on Neige & Glace 


